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Introduction
• Regulation of Healthcare products in the EU
• What is cell therapy?
• How does it fit into existing framework?
• Is this the right way to do it?
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Healthcare and related products:
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Healthcare and related products:
Legal Framework
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Healthcare and related products:
In Practice it works like this
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EU Regulatory Framework
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Regulation of Human and Animal Tissues and
Cells for Therapeutic Purposes
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Regulation within the UK
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Directive 2001/83/EC
2. Medicinal product:
(a) Any substance or combination of substances presented
as having properties for treating or preventing disease in
human beings;
or
(b) Any substance or combination of substances which may
be used in or administered to human beings either with
a view to restoring, correcting or modifying
physiological functions by exerting a pharmacological,
immunological or metabolic action, or to making a
medical diagnosis.
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Medical Devices
Directive 93/42/EEC
‘medical device’ means any instrument, apparatus,
appliance, material or other article, whether used alone or
in combination, including the software necessary for its
proper application intended by the manufacturer to be used
for human beings for the purpose of:
▬ diagnosis, prevention, monitoring, treatment or alleviation of

disease,
▬ diagnosis, monitoring, treatment, alleviation of or compensation for

an injury or handicap,
▬ investigation, replacement or modification of the anatomy or of a

physiological process,
▬ control of conception,

and which does not achieve its principal intended action in or on the
human body by pharmacological, immunological or metabolic means,
but which may be assisted in its function by such means;
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Tissues and Cells
1. This Directive shall apply to the donation, procurement, testing,
processing, preservation, storage and distribution of human tissues and
cells intended for human applications and of manufactured products
derived from human tissues and cells intended for human applications.
Where such manufactured products are covered by other directives,
this Directive shall apply only to donation, procurement and testing.
2. This Directive shall not apply to:
(a) tissues and cells used as an autologous graft within the same
surgical procedure;
(b) blood and blood components as defined by Directive 2002/98/EC;
(c) organs or parts of organs if it is their function to be used for the
same purpose as the entire organ in the human body.
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Somatic Cell Therapy
2.2. Somatic cell therapy medicinal product
Somatic cell therapy medicinal product means a biological medicinal
product which has the following characteristics:
(a)
contains or consists of cells or tissues that have been subject
to substantial manipulation so that biological characteristics,
physiological functions or structural properties relevant for the intended
clinical use have been altered, or of cells or tissues that are not
intended to be used for the same essential function(s) in the recipient
and the donor;
(b)
is presented as having properties for, or is used in or
administered to human beings with a view to treating, preventing or
diagnosing a disease through the pharmacological, immunological or
metabolic action of its cells or tissues.
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Tissue Engineered Product
(b) ‘Tissue engineered product’ means a product that:
— contains or consists of engineered cells or tissues, and
— is presented as having properties for, or is used in or administered to
human beings with a view to regenerating, repairing or replacing a
human tissue.
A tissue engineered product may contain cells or tissues of human or
animal origin, or both. The cells or tissues may be viable or non-viable.
It may also contain additional substances, such as cellular products,
bio-molecules, biomaterials, chemical substances, scaffolds or
matrices.
Products containing or consisting exclusively of non-viable human or
animal cells and/or tissues, which do not contain any viable cells or
tissues and which do not act principally by pharmacological,
immunological or metabolic action, shall be excluded from this
definition.
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Engineered Cells
(c) Cells or tissues shall be considered ‘engineered’ if
they fulfil at least one of the following conditions:
— the cells or tissues have been subject to substantial
manipulation, so that biological characteristics,
physiological functions or structural properties relevant for
the intended regeneration, repair or replacement are
achieved. The manipulations listed in Annex I, in
particular, shall not be considered as substantial
manipulations,
— the cells or tissues are not intended to be used for
the same essential function or functions in the recipient
as in the donor.
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Substantial Manipulation
..., in particular [the following], shall not be considered as
substantial manipulations.
• cutting,

• cell separation,
concentration or purification,

• grinding,

• filtering,

• shaping,

• lyophilization,

• centrifugation,
• soaking in antibiotic or
antimicrobial solutions,
• sterilization,

• freezing,
• cryopreservation,
• vitrification.

• irradiation,
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Analogous approaches
Minimally manipulated

Blood
Processed
Minimally manipulated

Transfusion
Medicine
Cell Tx

Tissue/Cell
Manipulated
Not industrial

Medicine
Substance

Substance
Industrial

Medicine

Presented as having medicinal properties
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EU Definitions
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Cell Therapy Regulation?
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What are the objectives of medicines
regulation?
• Safeguarding public health
• Medicines can be dangerous
• Consumer protection
• Fit for purpose
• Consumer confidence
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What are the basic requirements for
medicines?
• Quality
• Consistent
• Pure or few (and safe) levels of impurities
• Safety
• Risks mitigated as far as reasonable
• Safety evaluated such that risks identified
• Efficacy
• It works (when you follow the instructions) within the
limitations stated.
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Risk/Benefit

• Toxicity/side effects
• Risk of disease
transmission

• Treatment/cure of
•

disease/symptoms
Secondary benefits
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The rest is Science
• Core Directives give definition and scope
• Technical Annexes gives high level data requirements
(but not prescriptive)
• Regulatory guidelines are mandatory – but most are
procedural
• Pharmacopoeia
• monographs mandatory (give or take)
• general chapters are guidance
• Scientific guidelines are just that
• convey principles
• reflect on agency experience to date
• Nearly always ‘…unless otherwise justified’
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Regulatory Pathway
• Legal framework is in place and clear
• General expectations conveyed through guidelines
• Specific data requirements have to be figured out caseby-case
• Once large experience with a ‘class’ of products more
specific guidelines can be written
BUT
• Its important to retain flexibility
• guidance is better than legislation because it can be more
quickly updated and you can deviate with justification
where it doesn’t fit your situation.
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Product Development
QUALITY PRODUCT/PROCESS

Stages of Product Development
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Market
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Product /Process Characterisation (IPC/PP/Release Specifications )
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Models

SAFETY/EFFICACYS

Clinical Development
Phase II

in vivo Efficacy /Potency Model
Non-clinical
Proof of concept

Non-clinical Safety

Clinical Proof
of principle
Clinical Safety
Dose
finding

Pharmacovigilance
Efficacy

Long-term Efficacy Follow-up
-

Phase IV

© 2010, Consu ting on Advanced Biologica s Ltd
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Committee for Human Medicinal
Products (CHMP)
Chair
Biologics
Working Party

Vaccine Working
Party

MS experts

CHMP
delivers MA
opinion to EC

Scientific Advice
Working Party

co-opted members
Blood Products
Working Group

Pharmacovigilance
Working Party

Safety
Working Party
Quality
Working Party
Efficacy Working
Party
Paediatric Expert
Group

Bio- coordination group
Biosimilar products
Working party
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Committee for Advanced Therapies
(CAT)
This scientific evaluation of ATMPs isprimarily undertaken by
the CAT.
Gene Therapy
Working Party

Cell-based Product
Working Party
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CAT-CHMP Assessment Teams
ATMP CHMP Assessment Team
Assessment Team 1

Assessment Team 2
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Assessment
• Dossier review is scientific peer review
• ‘with teeth’
• The assessors evaluate whether:
• You have followed established scientific principles
• You have done the best you could
• Considered all possibilities
• Made the most appropriate decisions
• Minimised risk
And of course…..
• Whether your data support your conclusions!
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CAT-CHMP Assessment of MAA

CHMP
ppoints
assessment
teams
AR – Assessment
report
LoQ –List of
Questions
LoOI – List of
Outstanding Issues
OE – Oral
Explanation

**Day 210
CHMP
discussion
& decision
on need
for LoOI
and/or OE

Day 121
Response
CHMP
Comments
(CHMP
highlights
divergence)

CHMP
Comments
Day 171
Grounds for
approval/
refusal
transmissio
n to CHMP

Fast Track?
• Typical Industry Wishes
• To fast track to MAA
• Cut development times
• Reduce regulatory burden (‘endless rules’)
• Faster agency review
• Regulators perspective
• There are no short-cuts, you need to show Q/S/E that
takes however long it takes
• There are lots of long routes
• There are few ‘rules’, mostly guidance
• All MAA’s take no more than 210d assessment time –
it’s actually a legal requirement!
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Is this the right way to do it?
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Comparison with devices approach
• Devices are physical and so their effects are inherently
more predictable
• It is therefore possible for (esp. simple) devices to
create a series of standards that confirm utility
• Although more complex is ‘risky’ devices require
clinical studies to check safety
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Comparison with EUTCD approach
• These products are best described as cell or tissue
transplantation
• Primary concern is transmission of adventitious agents
• Secondary concern is they are handled in a way that
doesn’t ‘damage’ them
• Interface between medicine and surgery – outcome
generally assessed like surgery
• Tissues and cells by definition not manipulated/altered
so ‘utility’ retained as long as handled appropriately.
• Cf. Manipulated cells are altered in some way, and
since we cannot predict the outcome it is wise to be
cautious.
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Why can’t it be simpler?
• Complexity
• Scientific uncertainty
• Need to proceed slowly early on when ‘safety’ unknown
• Need to ‘allow time’ for the effect to manifest and be
measured
• Short-medium term benefits for MA (depends on
disease)
• Long-term follow-up (PhV)
• Many ATMP promise ‘cure’ or permanent repair – how
can you prove this even with current approach?
• E.g. ChondroCelect
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CONCLUSIONS
• Current legal framework is logical and elegant
• Legal framework avoids specifics
• Specific scientific principles provided as guidelines
• not prescriptive
• easily updated
• Dossier review leads to a ‘scientific opinion’ not a legal
opinion
• Legal basis is confirmed by Commission afterwards
• Opinion is at least 2/3 majority of CHMP
• Upside ‘considerable flexibility’
• Downside ‘moving target’
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Further Reading

http://rsif.royalsocietypublishing.org/content/early/2010/09/14/rsif.2010.0442.focus
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Note Free Access
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Further Reading
Chapter 19:
A CATalyst for Change: Regulating
Regenerative Medicines in Europe.
C. Bravery

http://www.crcpress.com/product/isbn/9781439836064;jsessionid=mhKy2DXbsRPGj8OFCaw42A**
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Further Reading
● PAS-83 (BSi, 2006) Guidance on codes of practice,
standardised methods and regulations for cell-based
therapeutics.
● Currently being updated to include EU and US rules (2011)
● http://www.bsigroup.com/sectorsandservices/Forms/PAS-83/Download-PAS-83/ (free)
●PAS 84 (BSi, 2008) Regenerative medicine. Glossary
● Currently being updated (2011)
●http://www bsigroup.com/sectorsandservices/Forms/PAS-84/Download-PAS-84/ (free)

● PAS 93 (BSi, 2011) Characterisation of cells and cell
products
● http://www.bsigroup.com/en/sectorsandservices/Forms/PAS-93-Form-page/
(free download).
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Regulation of Human and Animal Tissues and
Cells for Therapeutic Purposes
Distribution

Storage

Tissues and Cells NOT
intended for human use

Preservation

Directive 2004/23/EC**

Products manufactured from
HUMAN Tissues and Cells and Dir 2004/23/EC**
intended for human use
Products manufactured from
ANIMAL Tissues and Cells and
intended for human use

Processing

Testing

Procurement

Donation

HUMAN Tissues And Cells
intended for human use

Dir 2001/83/EC*

Dir 2001/83/EC*
Other Legislation
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Old definition of cell therapy
Directive 2003/63/EC*
somatic cell therapy medicinal products shall mean the use
in humans of autologous, allogeneic or xenogeneic somatic
living cells, the biological characteristics of which have
been substantially altered as a result of their manipulation
to obtain a therapeutic, diagnostic or preventive effect
through metabolic, pharmacological and immunological
means. This manipulation includes the expansion or
activation of autologous cell populations ex vivo, the use of
allogeneic and xenogeneic cells associated with medical
devices used ex vivo or in vivo
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* amending 2001/83/EC

Cosmetics
Directive 76/768/EEC
Article 1
1. A ‘cosmetic product’ shall mean any substance or
mixture intended to be placed in contact with the various
external parts of the human body (epidermis, hair system,
nails, lips and external genital organs) or with the teeth and
the mucous membranes of the oral cavity with a view
exclusively or mainly to cleaning them, perfuming them,
changing their appearance and/or correcting body odours
and/or protecting them or keeping them in good condition.
Annex II list those substances which must NOT form part of the composition of
cosmetic products.
Item 416 (of 1,371): Cells, tissues or products of human origin.
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Combination Product
(d) ‘Combined advanced therapy medicinal product’ means an
advanced therapy medicinal product that fulfils the following
conditions:
— it must incorporate, as an integral part of the product, one or
more medical devices within the meaning of Article 1(2)(a) of
Directive 93/42/EEC or one or more active implantable medical
devices within the meaning of Article 1(2)(c) of Directive
90/385/EEC, and
— its cellular or tissue part must contain viable cells or tissues,
or
— its cellular or tissue part containing non-viable cells or tissues
must be liable to act upon the human body with action that can be
considered as primary to that of the devices referred to.
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2003: A confusing picture

• autologous products

• allogeneic products

Ref. : Joint Research Centre, European Commission, 2003 (see also impact assessment of the proposal)
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